The Hasse estimate for the number M of points on an elliptic cubic curve over a finite field of q elements is that (Jq -1) 2 ,-; M ,-; (Jq + 1f For 2 ,-; q ,-; 13, the set of values that M can take in this interval is investigated.
INTRODUCTION
Let fli be an elliptic (=non-singular) cubic curve in PG(2, q ), the projective plane over the Galois field GF(q) of q elements. Then the theorem of Hasse [11] [12] [13] states that the number lflil of points on fli satisfies
Equivalently, with [n] =the integral part of n, (2) This theorem was generalized by Weil [15] to arbitrary non-singular curves. If fli has genus g, q + 1-[2g~q]~lflil ~q + 1 +[2g~q].
(3)
This result can also be interpreted for absolutely irreducible, singular curves: see [14, Chapter 10]. A natural generalization to varieties of arbitrary dimension was conjectured by Weil [16] . A part of these conjectures was proved by Dwork [10] and the remaining part by Deligne [7] .
The question we wish to consider is the range of values that lflil can take between the limits given by (2) . A precise answer is given for 2 ~q ~13.
The method depends on the projective classification of cubic curves. Two curves are projectively equivalent if there exists a projectivity of PG(2, q) transforming one curve into the other. Two equivalent curves have the same number of points. So the equation of one curve in each equivalence class is required.
Cubic curves over GF(q) were first investigated by Dickson [8] , who also did the classification for q = 2 in [9] . The classification for q = 2h was almost done by Campbell [2] in the sense that some of the classes given are unions of projective equivalence classes. The complete classification for all fields GF(q) other than those of characteristic 2 and 3 was done by Cicchese [3, 4] . The characteristic 3 case was done by De Groote [5, 6] . A unified treatment for all GF(q) was given by Hirschfeld [14, Chapter 11] : this integrates the work of Cicchese and De Groote as well as including the case of characteristic 2.
Let fli = V(F) be the cubic curve determined by the form F. Roughly, when q = 1 (mod 3), the properties of fli resemble those of cubic curves over the complex numbers.
When q = -1 (mod 3), cubics over the real numbers are the more appropriate analogy. The case that q = 0 (mod 3) is exceptional because of the existence of nuclei, which are points in PG(2, q) not on fli at which all first derivatives of F vanish.
An account of cubic curves over an arbitrary field (mostly, algebraically closed) of positive characteristic is given by Bretagnolle-Nathan [ The classification is based first on the number n of inflexions of a curve :!/i and, for q ;¢; 0 (mod 3), on the number of inflexional triangles lying in the field. The possible numbers of inflexions are as follows: Let P be a point of the curve :!/i in the case that q is odd; then the cross-ratio of the four tangents (over GF(q 4 )) to :!/i through Pis independent of P, [1] . The parameters of these four tangents satisfy a quartic f with coefficients in GF(q).
and write J for the discriminant of f. If J -:;£ 0 and I= 0, the quartic f is equianharmonic: if J -:;£ 0 and J = 0, then f is harmonic. These names arise because the four tangents correspondingly form an equianharmonic or a harmonic terad with the cross-ratio taking less than the six possible values of the general case. If I= J = 0 (which occurs only when q = 0 (mod 3) and a 2 = 0), then f is superharmonic. When q is even, the four tangents through P are not distinct; so J = 0. However, in this case, we will also call f equian harmonic when I = 0. There are a few further refinements in the classification. For the equianharmonic curves with three inflexions, we write ' iC 3 or 'i 3 according as the inflexional tangents form a triangle or are concurrent. Also, we write ' ieci or 'ici ac-::ording as the Hessian of the curve comprises a triangle lying in GF(q 3 ) or in GF(q). For q = 0 (mod 3), there are no inflexional triangles, but :!lin still denotes a cubic with n inflexions. Also, Y~ is a superharmonic cubic with one inflexion, whose harmonic polar at the inflexion meets the curve in k points.
The (ii) BIRATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE. We will write fJi-fYi' if there is a birational isomorphism between the curves fJi and%', with the consequence that l%"1 = l%'1. However, when %"~-fJP~•• this means that there are birationally isomorphic curves with respective indices (n, r) and (n', r'): this does not imply that every curve with indices (n, r) has the same number of points as every curve with indices (n', r'). From [3, 4, 14] ,
In each case, the number of projectively distinct general curves is the same for each corresponding pair, although this is not true for the equianharmonic and harmonic curves. Only in some of these cases is there an obvious birational correspondence between the curve and the projective line.
(iv) CURVES WITH THE SAME ABSOLUTE INVARIANT. If a isacross-ratioofthefour tangents to a cubic :Ji from one of its points P, then the absolute invariant, when p ¥-2 or 3,
J2·
When p = 2, some variation in the method for determining n is required, as there are at 19'fl=1 (mod3). points: when k = 1, it is omitted. For example, when q = 7 and fJi = ~L the entry reads "4, 7, 10 2 14": this means that, for q = 7, there are four projectively distinct curves of type ~L of which one has four points, one has seven points and two have 10 points. The bottom entry for q = 7 reads "3 to 13126": that is, the 26 projectively distinct curves have taken all values between three and 13 inclusive for their numbers of points.
The reason that q = 8 is exceptional is that Z 3 is the automorphism group of GF (8) .
From Section 2, there are 24 projectively distinct elliptic cubics over GF (8) . Of these, 14 have 0 or three inflexions. From Section 3(i) and the above limits, such an fJi 0 or fJi 3 has six, nine or 12 points and all these numbers are achieved. This leaves 10 cubics with one inflexion to occupy the other eight integers between four and 14. However, although there are 10 distinct fJi1 up to projectivity, up to collineation there are only six distinct fJi1. as the three cubics with eight points are equivalent under a collineation as well as the three with 10 points. Hence there are lacunae in the interval from four to 14 for which there are no cubic curves with those numbers of points.
